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PEELING PROGRAM

1set: $450, 3sets   $1,320, 5sets  $2,200

1set: $300, 3sets: $870 5sets: $1,450

Painless, non-irritatant, hypoallergenic peeling treatment that effectively removes 
dead skin cells. This treatment results in glossy silk-hydrated skin.

Slik Peel $170, (Duration: 60mins)

> Cleasning- Slik Peel- Lymph relaxing- Cryo cooling- Ice cooling mask

LHALA Peel   $250, (Duration: 80mins)

> Cleasning- Lhala peel basic - Lymph Relaixng- Lhala peel ulrta- LED- Brightening mask - LED 

4th generation LHALA Peel is excellent for any skin type as it exfoliates your skin without irritation. 
Ultimately, the treatment promotes reduced sebum secretion and improved skin texture.

An innovative peeling method using organic herbal particles. These particles are implanted into your 
skin, speeding up the skin's regenerative cycle from 28 days to 3 days. 
This treatment is best suited for those with acne, acne scars and excessive sebum secretion.

Customised acid peeling treatment can be layered according to your skin needs. 
This treatment may be customised with up to 6 different layering applications in one session 
depending on your skin care goals.

Skin Scaling & Herbal Peel + Plasma acne recovery (2wks)   $490, (Duration: 80mins)

> Cleasning- Skin Scaling- Lymph Relaixng- Herbal peel- Cooling mask- LED

4 Layering Peel (1:1 Customised peel)   $250, (Duration: 80mins)

> Cleasning- Exfoliation- Lymph Relaixng- Layering peel- Calming gel -Cryo cooling- mask pack 

Chest Peeling+ Regenerative (2wks= 1set)   (Duration: 50mins)

Back Peeling+ Regenerative (2wks= 1set)   (Duration: 50mins)

MAD Peel

Acne

The cause of acne, 
purifying sebum in 
pores and 
relieving 
inflammation.

Skin tone 
improvement 
and lightening 
pigmentation.

Antioxidants to 
improve skin 
elasticity, soften 
visible wrinkles and 
deep hydration.

Skin detoxing, 
strengthening 
skin barrier.

Soothing and 
strengthening
skin barrier. 

Glycolic based 
exfoliant to remove 
accumulated dead 
skin cells and 
regulate skin cell 
turn over.

Brightening Multi C - Retinol Environment DelicateAnti- Aging

Check the MEMBERSHIP benefits!


